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Abstract. Generalized signcryption (GSC) scheme can adaptively work as an encryption 

scheme, a signature scheme or a signcryption scheme with only one algorithm. It is very 

suitable for storage-constrained environments. In this paper, we analyze a multi-receiver 

GSC scheme, and show that it cannot achieve indistinguishability-adaptive chosen 

ciphertext attack (IND-CCA2) secure in the pure encryption mode and hybrid encryption 

mode. We further propose a revised version of the scheme, which resolves the security 

issues of the original scheme without sacrificing its high efficiency and simple design. 

Our improved scheme can be proved to be IND-CCA2 secure and existentially 

unforgeable-adaptive chosen message attack (EUF-CMA) under computational 

Diffie-Hellman (CDH) assumption.   
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1. Introduction 
 
In 1997, Zheng [1] proposed a novel concept named signcryption. The 
purpose of signcryption is to perform encryption and signature simultaneously, 
at lower computational costs and communication overheads than the usual 
sign-then-encrypt approach. Since then, many signcryption schemes have been 
proposed. However, in some applications, sometimes only message 
confidentiality or authenticity is needed. In this case, in order to ensure 
privacy or authenticity separately, signcryption must preserve sign module or 
encryption module, which will definitely increase the corresponding 
computation and implementation complexity and even will be infeasible in 
some resources-constrained environments such as embedded systems, sensor 
networks, and ubiquitous computing. Motivated by this, in 2006, Han et al. [2] 
proposed a new primitive called generalized signcryption, which can provide 
signcryption function when security and authenticity are required together, and 
can also provide encryption or signature function when one of them is required 
separately. Meanwhile they gave a GSC scheme based on ECDSA [3]. Wang   
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et al. [4] gave the first security model and improved the scheme proposed by 
[2]. The first identity-based generalized signcryption (ID-GSC for short) 
scheme along with a security model was proposed by Lal and Kushwah [5] in 
2008. However, in 2010, Yu et al. [6] showed that the security model 
proposed by [5] is not complete, and they modified the security model and 
proposed a concrete scheme which is secure in this model. Later Kushwah and 
Lal [7] simplified the security model proposed by [6] and gave an efficient 
ID-GSC scheme. In addition, many other GSC schemes [8-17] have been 
proposed too, including PKI-based (public key infrastructure) schemes [8-10], 
identity-based schemes [11-12,17], certificateless schemes [13-16], 
multi-PKG (private key generator) scheme [17] and schemes in the standard 
model [15,17]. 

However all of the above mentioned schemes are suitable for one receiver 
scenario. In 2000, Bellare et al. [18], and Baudron et al. [19] independently 
formalized the concept of multi-receiver public key encryption. Their main 
result is that the security of public key encryption in the single-receiver setting 
implies the security in the multi-receiver setting. Hence, one can construct a 
semantically secure multi-receiver public key encryption scheme by simply 
encrypting a message under n different public keys of a semantically secure 
single-receiver public key encryption scheme. But the multi-receiver schemes 
of such structure will have n times computational costs than that of the base 
scheme. Later a novel technique called randomness reusing [20] was presented 
to enhance the efficiency. Randomness reusing is a novel technique to 
improve the efficiency of a multi-receiver encryption scheme, but not all 
randomness reusing-based multi-receiver encryption schemes are secure. 
Bellare et al. [21-22] proved that if the underlying base scheme is reproducible 
and semantically secure, then the corresponding randomness reusing-based 
multi-receiver encryption scheme is semantically secure too. Randomness 
reusing technique is also introduced to signcryption [23] and generalized 
signcryption [24] scenarios. Han and Gui [25] proved if the underlying base 
GSC scheme is reproducible and semantically secure, then the corresponding 
randomness reusing-based multi-receiver GSC scheme is semantically secure 
too. 

In multi-receiver GSC setting, Han [8] first proposed a multi-receiver GSC 
scheme, but his scheme is a trivial n-receiver scheme that runs GSC repeatedly 
n times, which obviously is very inefficient. In 2008, Yang et al. [24] 
proposed a multi-receiver GSC scheme which used the technique of 
randomness reusing, but they did not give the security proof of their scheme. 
In 2009, Han and Gui [25] proposed a multi-receiver GSC scheme, their 
scheme is very efficient and they applied it for secure multicast in wireless 
network. In 2011, Zhou [26] proposed the first time an identity-based 
multi-receiver GSC scheme which also used the technique of randomness 
reusing.  

In this paper, we show that Han and Gui’s [25] base GSC scheme and 

 



multi-receiver GSC scheme are insecure, their base GSC scheme is not 
IND-CCA2 [27] secure in the pure encryption mode, and thus their 
multi-receiver GSC scheme is not IND-CCA2 secure in the pure encryption 
mode and hybrid encryption mode. Then we give an improvement of their 
scheme, interestingly, the improved scheme is more secure than the original 
one while still maintaining its efficiency. The confidentiality and existential 
unforgeability of the improved scheme can be proved under the CDH 
assumption. Compared with other multi-receiver signcryption schemes, our 
improved scheme enjoys shorter ciphertext length and less operation costs like 
the original scheme.  

In the next section, some preliminaries are reviewed. In section 3, we start 
with the description of Han-Gui’s scheme, and give an attack on the scheme. 
In Section 4, we give an improvement of their scheme, and the security and 
performance analysis of the improved scheme. We conclude the paper in 
Section 5.   
 
2. Preliminaries 
 
2.1. Some definitions 
 
Definition 1. Bilinear pairings.  
Let  be a security parameter and  be a  bits prime. We consider 
groups and of the same prime order . A bilinear map  
satisfies the following properties: 
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1. Bilinearity: for allabQPebQaPe ),(),(  qZbaGQP  ,,, 1 . 

2. Non-degeneracy: , for any1),( QPe 1, GQP  . 
3. Computability: it is feasible to compute , for all),( QPe 1, GQP  . 
Definition 2. The Computational Diffie-Hellman problem.  
The Computational Diffie-Hellman problem (CDH) in is to 
compute from for unknown randomly chosen
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The advantage of any probabilistic polynomial time(PPT) algorithm  in 
solving CDH problem in  is defined to be: 
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CDH assumption: For every PPT algorithm ,  is negligible. G CDH
GADV

 
2.2. Framework of multi-receiver generalized signcryption scheme 
 
A multi-receiver GSC scheme consists of the following three algorithms.  
(1) Setup algorithm: Given a secure parameter k , it generates the system 

public parameters. )1,(  is a key generation algorithm 
and produces the private key XSK and the public key XPK for the user

),( k
XX XGenPKSK 

X .   
(2) Generalized signcryption algorithm: ),...,,,,(

21 nRRRS PKPKPKSKMGSC  is a 

probabilistic algorithm, and takes the private key SSK of the sender S , the 
public keys },...,1,  of the receivers and messages },...,1, ni  { niPK

iR  {mM i 

 



 . 
This algorithm has 5 scenarios:  

 Pure signcryption mode: if the sender and all of the receivers are 
determined, it runs in this mode, the ciphertext is 

),...,,,,(),...,,,,(
211 nn RRRSRRS PKPKPKSKMsigncryptPKPKPKSKMGSC

2R  . 

 Pure signature mode: if all of the receivers are vacant and the sender is 
determined, it runs in this mode, the ciphertext is 

),(),,,(
21 SRRS SKMsignSKMGSC ,... Rn

  .   means the user is vacant. 

 Pure encryption mode: if the sender is vacant and all of the receivers are 
determined, it runs in this mode, the ciphertext is 

),...,,,(),,,(
211 nn RRRRRS PKPKPKMencryptPKPKPKMGSC ,...,

2R   . 

 Hybrid signcryption mode: if some of the receivers are vacant, and the 
rest of receivers and the sender are determined, it runs in this mode. For 
the determined receivers, the ciphertext   is a signcryption ciphertext; 
for the vacant receivers, the ciphertext   is a signature. 

 Hybrid encryption mode: if some of the receivers and the sender are 
vacant, it runs in this mode. For the determined receivers, the ciphertext 
  is an encryption ciphertext; for the vacant receivers, the ciphertext is a 
plaintext, it takes no secure policy. 

(3) De-generalized signcryption algorithm: ),,(}{ SRii PKSKDGSCm
i

 is a 

deterministic designcryption algorithm and takes the public key SPK of the 
sender S , the private key

iRSK of the receiver iR , and a 

ciphertext ),...,1( nii  , to return the message im or an invalid symbol  .  
This algorithm has 5 scenarios:  

 Pure signcryption mode: ),,(),,( SRiSRi PKSKtunsigncrypPKSKDGSC
ii

  . 

 Pure signature mode: ),(),,( SiSRi PKverifyPKDGSC
i

  . 

 Pure encryption mode: ),(),,(
ii RiSRi SKdecryptSKDGSC   . 

 Hybrid signcryption mode: For the determined receivers, 
),,(),,( SRiSRi PKSKtPKSKDGSC

ii
unsigncryp  

),,( SSRi PKverifyPKDGSC
i

; for the vacant receivers, 

),( i  . 

 Hybrid encryption mode: For the determined receivers, 
),(),,(

ii RiSRi SKdecryptSKDGSC   ; for the vacant receivers, the ciphertext is 

the plaintext, it takes no secure policy. 
For consistency, we require  

for . . 
iSRRRRS mPKSKPKPKPKSKMGSCDGSC

in
),),,...,,,,((

21

ni ,...,2,1 },{ nimM i ,...,1

If all of the identities are vacant, it takes no secure policy. Above five 
modes are transparent to applications, namely, the algorithm can produce the 
specific outputs according to identities of the sender and the receivers 
adaptively. Applications need not care about which mode should be taken. 
 
2.3 Security model of multi-receiver generalized signcryption scheme  
 
The security notions for signcryption scheme are indistinguishability against 
adaptive chosen ciphertext attack (IND-SC-CCA2) and existential 
unforgeability against adaptive chosen message attack (EUF-SC-CMA). We 

 



modify these definitions to adapt for the multi-receiver GSC scheme. Namely, 
a multi-receiver GSC scheme should satisfy confidentiality 
(IND-MGSC-CCA2) and unforgeability (EUF-MGSC-CMA).  
Definition 3. A multi-receiver GSC scheme is said to be IND-MGSC-CCA2 
secure if no probabilistic polynomial time adversary A  has a non-negligible 
advantage in the following game. 
(1) The challenger  runs Setup algorithm to generate the system public 

parameters and to generate multiple key pairs .  is 

kept secret while  is given to adversary

C

),...,1)(,( ** niPKSK
ii UU  *

iUSK

*

iUPK A . These key pairs are the 

challenge key pairs. (Note: some of the key pairs can be null, it means the 
user is vacant. At least one key pair is not null. )  

(2) Phase 1: A  makes polynomially bounded number of queries to the 
following oracles. 

(a) GSC Oracle — A  produces messages },...,1,{ nimM i   and n arbitrary 
public keys  and requires the result of the operation 

for an attacked user’s private key . 

Challenger  runs GSC  algorithm and returns the output 

),...,nPK
iR

),
1 nj RR PKPK

1(i 

,...,,( *
USKMGSC

C

]),1[(* njSK
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  to A . 
 (b) DGSC Oracle — A  produces a ciphertext  , an arbitrary public 
key  of the sender and requires the result of  for 

the attacked users’s private key .  runs  algorithm 

and returns the output of  to 

SPK ),,( *
SU PKSKDGSC

j


DGSC]),1[(* njSK
jU  C

DGSC A .  
 Thses queries can be asked adaptively. 

(3) Challenge: A  produces two message vectors , 
, an arbitrary private key , 

},...,1,{ *
0

*
0 nimM i 

}n,...,1,{ *
1

*
1 imM i  *

SSK B  flips a coin  to 
compute a ciphertext  under the  attacked 

users’s public keys . 

}1,0{b

),,( ***
Sb PKSKMGSC

]),1[(* nj
jU 

,...,*

1U
*

nUPK

PK B  returns  to * A  as a challenge.   

(4) Phase 2: A  is allowed to make polynomially bounded number of new 
queries as in phase 1 with the restriction that A  should not query the 

. ]),1[)(,,( ** njPKDGSC Sj
 *SKU

(5) Guess: At the end of this game, A  outputs a bit . 0b A  wins the game if 
.  bb 0

The advantage of the adversary A is defined as follows: 
.  1]Pr[2:)( 0

2  bbAAdv CCAMGSCIND

Note: In confidentiality game, it is only need to consider pure encryption 
mode, hybrid encryption mode, pure signcryption mode and hybrid 
signcryption mode with determined receivers. In the above challenge stage, 
the sender  can be vacant. In this case, algorithm runs in pure encryption 
mode or hybrid encryption mode, otherwise it runs in pure signcryption mode 
or hybrid signcryption mode. Because in the hybrid signcryption mode with 
vacant receivers, only signatures are made, it needs not to consider the 
IND-MGSC-CCA2 security. So these modes share the same game except in 
the hybrid signcryption mode with vacant receivers. 

S

Definition 4. A multi-receiver GSC scheme is said to be EUF-MGSC-CMA 
secure if no probabilistic polynomial time adversary A  has a non-negligible 
advantage in the following game. 

 



(1) The challenger  runs Setup algorithm to generate the system public 
parameters and to generate a key pair .  is kept secret while 

 is given to adversary

C

),( **
SS PKSK *

SSK
*
SPK A . The key pair can not be null and is considered as 

the challenge key pair. Because in the pure signature mode, pure signcryption 
mode or hybrid signcryption mode, the sender can not be vancant. 
(2) Attack: A  can adaptively perform queries to the same oracles as those 

defined in Definition 3. 
(3) Forgery: At the end of the game, A  produces a ciphertext  and n 

arbitrary receivers’s key pairs . 

*
),...,1)(,( * niSK

iR *PK
iR A  wins the game if the 

result of  is a valid message  under the 

attacked user’s public key  and the -th receiver’s secret key , 

and  is not the output of , . 

]),1[ n

*
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2
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1 mmM

A ’s advantage is its probability of victory. 
Note: In unforgeability game, it is only need to consider pure signature 

mode, pure signcryption mode and hybrid signcryption mode. In the above 
forgery stage, part or all of the receivers  can be vacant. In that case, 
algorithm runs in hybrid signcryption mode or pure signature mode, otherwise 
it runs in pure signcryption mode, so these modes share the same game. 

*
iR

 
3. Han-Gui’s scheme and its security analysis 
 
According to the result of Bellare et al. [21-22], if the underlying base scheme 
is reproducible and semantically secure, then the corresponding randomness 
reusing-based multi-receiver encryption scheme is semantically secure too. 
Han-Gui [25] extended the result to multi-receiver GSC setting, and proved 
that if the underlying base GSC scheme is reproducible and semantically 
secure, then the corresponding randomness reusing-based multi-receiver GSC 
scheme is semantically secure too. So, Han-Gui presented an underlying base 
GSC scheme first, and then they proved the base GSC scheme is reproducible 
and semantically secure, and concluded their multi-receiver GSC scheme is 
semantically secure. 
 
3.1. Han-Gui’s base generalized signcryption scheme.  

 
The base scheme is a GSC scheme suitable for one receiver and comes from 
the BLS signature [28]. The base scheme is given as follows. 

Parameters: Let  be a secure parameter,  be a k  bits prime, and  
be a bilinear group with order .  is a generator of group . Elements on  

 have the length of bits.  and  are two 
hash functions that can be regarded as random oracles.  

k q
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Identification function: To identify the different cases and get adaptive 
outputs, we define the identification function . When , , 
else , where  is a user’s public key. 

)(Pf

1GO

OP  0)( Pf

1)( Pf 1GP   is the zero element. 
Gen: It takes the secure parameter  and users’ identities to produce keys. 

For the sender , his keys are , where  and 
k

( SxS )1,(), k
S SGenY  qRS Zx 

 



1GPxY SS  . For the receiver R , his keys are , where 
and . If 

)1,(),( k
RR RGenYx 

qRR Zx  1GPxY RR  S (an vacant user), . If )1, k(),0( SGenO 

R ),0( O , . )1,( kRGen

GSC: To signcrypt a z  bits plaintext  to the intended receiver zm }1,0{ R , 
the sender  uses the following procedure. S

1. Picks a random coin  and computes qR Zr 1GrPU  . 

2. Computes . 1) GR 1 ,( rYmHxV S

VmZ  ()||(3. Computes . lz
RYYUH  }1,0{))(,(2 RrY,



)Z
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The signcryption text is given by . lzGZU  }1,0{),( 1

DGSC: When receiving (U , the receiver R  performs the steps below. 
1. Computes . RR UxYUH ),,(2

()||( ZVm 

),(), VPehS 

Z

() 2 UHZ 

rYYUH R ,,(( 2

,(,( 1 OmHYe S

z }1,0{ l

)R

x

() 2

2. Computes . ))(,(2 RYfYUH , RUx

m

0S

H

3. If , returns the message , else computes  and then 
checks if . If this condition does not hold, rejects the ciphertext. 

OV 

e

HxV S 1

||(m

mZ ||(

S

11 ),( GUxmHh R 

,0  RS Yfx

 xV S

(Y

(

O
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 Pure signcryption mode: If the sender and the receiver are determined, it 

runs in this mode. Now, 1)(, RYf , the GSC  and DGSC  algorithms 
are the same as above. 

 Pure encryption mode: If the sender is vacant and the receiver is 
determined, it runs in this mode. Now, 1)( , so, 

OrYm R ), , ),, RR rYYU , message m  can be recovered 
by ),, UxY RR . 

||( Om

 Pure signature mode: If the receiver is vacant and the sender is determined, 
it runs in this mode. Now, 0)( , so, ),(1 OmH , 

Vm ||))  , the signature can be verified by 
checking ),()) VPe . 

,0 RS Yfx

Yf RR ()

If all of the identities are absent, it takes no secure policy. The three modes 
are transparent to applications, namely, the algorithm can produce the specific 
outputs according to the identities of the sender and the receiver adaptively. 
Applications need not care about which mode should be taken. 
 
3.2. Han-Gui’s multi-receiver generalized signcryption scheme 
 
A sender  sends z  bits message vector to intended 
receivers , and then broadcasts the aggregated signcryption text. A 
receiver  gets his signcryption text and designcrypts it. 
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Parameters and Identification function are the same as above. 
Gen: It takes the secure parameter  and users’ identities to produce keys. 

For the sender , his keys are , where  and 

. For the receiver 

k

( Sx
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1,(), S SGenY 

)n

qZ

(iRi 1 , his keys are , 

where and . If 

)1, k( iRGen),(
iRiR Yx 

qZ xY
iR RRx

i
 (an vacant user), . If 1GP
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iR ),0( O, . )1,( k
iRGen

GSC: To signcrypt message vector ,  performs 
the following operations. 
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1. Picks a random coin  and computes the commitment . qR Zr 1GrPU 

2. For  ni ,...,1

(a) Computes 11 ),( GrYmHxV
iRiSi  . 

(b) Computes . lz

iRiRiRiii YfrYYUHVmZ  }1,0{))(),,(()||( 2

EndFor 
3. The ciphertext vector is given by ),...,,( 1 nZZU which is sent to the group 

via a broadcast channel. 
DGSC: When receiving  , the receiver gets his signcryption text iR

),( ii ZU  and performs the following steps. 
1. Computes . ),,(2 UxYUH

iRiR

2. Computes . ))(),,(()||( 2 iii RRRiii YfUxYUHZVm 

3. If , returns the message , else computes OVi  im 11 ),( GUxmHh
iRii   and 

then checks if . If this condition does not hold, rejects the 
ciphertext. 

),(),( iiS VPehYe 

Correctness: If ),( ii ZU  is a valid signcryption text, it is easy to see that 
 and  is decrypted correctly. Thus, 

 holds. 

rPxrYUx
iRiRiR 

),(),( iSi hxPeVPe 

)|| ii Vm

), ih

(

(), SiS YehPx (e

 Pure signcryption mode: If the sender and all of the receivers are 
determined, it runs in this mode. Now, 1)(,0 

iRS Yfx , the ciphertext 

vector ),...,,  is a signcryption ciphertext vector, the GSC  and 
DGSC  algorithms are the same as above. 

( 1 nZZU

 Pure encryption mode: If the sender is vacant and all of the receivers are 
determined, it runs in this mode. Now, 1)(,0 

iRS Yfx , so, 

OrY , ),,mHxV
iRiSi  ),(1 ()||( 2 ii RRii rYYUHOmZ  , the ciphertext vector 

),...,,( 1 nZZU  is a encryption ciphertext vector, message im  can be 
recovered by ),,

ii RR(2 UxYUHZi)O||(mi  . 

 Pure signature mode: If all of the receivers are vacant and the sender is 
determined, it runs in this mode. Now, 0)(,0 

iRS Yfx , so, ),(1 OmH , 

ii

xV iSi 

RRRiii VmYfrYYUHVmZ
iii

||))(),,(()||( 2  , the ciphertext vector ),...,,( 1 nZZU  

is a signature vector, the signature can be verified by checking 
),( . )),(,( 1 iiS VPeOmHYe 

 Hybrid signcryption mode: If some of the receivers are vacant, and the 
rest of receivers and the sender are determined, the scheme runs in this 
mode. For the determined receivers, 1)(,0 

iRS Yfx , the ciphertext vector 

1)(),,( 
iRi YfforZU  is a signcryption ciphertext vector, and the procedure 

is the same as pure signcryption mode; for the vacant receivers, 
0)( , the ciphertext vector 0)(,0 

iRS Yfx ),,( 
iRYfi forZU  is a signature 

vector, the procedure is the same as pure signature mode.   
 Hybrid encryption mode: If some of the receivers and the sender are 

vacant, it runs in this mode. For the determined receivers, 1)( , 

the ciphertext vector 1)(

,0 
iRS Yfx

),,( 
iRi YfforZU  is a encryption ciphertext 

vector, and the procedure is the same as pure encryption mode; for the 
vacant receivers, 0)(,0 Sx

iRYf , the ciphertext vector ),( iZU , 

 




iRYf  is a plaintext vector, it takes no secure policy. for

The five modes are transparent to applications, namely, the algorithm can 
produce the specific outputs according to identities of the sender and the 
receivers adaptively. Applications need not care about which mode should be 
taken. 
 
3.3 An attack on Han-Gui’s base GSC scheme running in the pure 
encryption mode 
 
The security of Han-Gui’s multi-receiver GSC scheme relies on their base 
GSC scheme. In the following, we will prove that Han-Gui’s base GSC 
scheme is not IND-CCA2 secure in the pure encryption mode. So their 
multi-receiver GSC scheme is insecure. Now we give an attack on the base 
GSC scheme running in the pure encryption mode as follows. 

Notice that in the pure encryption mode, OV  . Now assume that given the 
challenge receiver’s public key , the adversary *

RY A  chooses two equal 
length messages  and  and sends them to the challenger. The 
challenger then chooses a random 

*
0m *

1m

}1,0{b

,( * ZU

 and computes the challenge 
ciphertext of the message  as  under the challenge public key 

. Upon receipt of the challenge ciphertext , 

*
bm )** 

*
RY ), ** Z ( *U A  chooses a 

random message m , whose length is equal to that of , and computes *
0m

)||(* OmZZ  . Finally, the adversary A  sends the ciphertext ),(U * Z  to the 
challenger for decryption, obviously the challenger will return Omm b ||*  as 
the response, knowing the m , A  can get the . Therefore, the base GSC 
scheme is not IND-CCA2 secure in the pure encryption mode and thus the 
Han-Gui’s multi-receiver GSC scheme is not IND-CCA2 secure in the pure 
encryption mode and hybrid encryption mode. 

*
bm

 
4 An improved multi-receiver generalized signcryption scheme 
 
4.1. An improved base generalized signcryption scheme 
 
GSC: To signcrypt a z  bits plaintext  to the intended receiver zm }1,0{ R , 
the sender  uses the following procedure.  S

1. Computes . )(),( RS YfYf

2. Picks a random coin and computesqR Zr 1GrPU  . 

3. Computes . 111 ,),( GHxVGrYmHH SR 

4. If , computes  0)( SYf lz
RRR YfrYYUHHmZ  }1,0{))(),,(()||( 2

else computes .  lz
RRR YfrYYUHVmZ  }1,0{))(),,(()||( 2

The signcryption text is given by . lzGZU  }1,0{),( 1

DGSC: When receiving ),( ZU , the receiver R  performs the steps below. 
1. Computes . )(),( RS YfYf

2. If , computes ; 0)( SYf ))(),,(()||( 2 RRR YfUxYUHZHm 

  else computes  ))(),,(()||( 2 RRR YfUxYUHZVm 

 



3. Computes 11 ),( GUxmHh R   

4. If , checks if ; 0)( SYf hH 

if this condition does not hold, rejects the ciphertext;  
else returns ; m

else checks if ; ),(),( VPehYe S 

if this condition does not hold, rejects the ciphertext;  
else returns . m

 
4.2 An improved multi-receiver generalized signcryption scheme 
 
GSC: To signcrypt message vector ,  performs the 
following operations.  

},...,1,}1,0{|{ nimmM z
ii  S

1. Computes , , . )( SYf )(
iRYf ni ,...1

2. Picks a random coin and computes the commitment qR Zr 1GrPU  . 

3. For  ni ,...1

(a) Computes 111 ,),( GHxVGrYmHH iSiiRii  . 

(b) If , computes . 0)( SYf lz

iRiRiRiii YfrYYUHHmZ  }1,0{))(),,(()||( 2

else computes  lz

iRiRiRiii YfrYYUHVmZ  }1,0{))(),,(()||( 2

EndFor 
4. The ciphertext vector is given by  which is sent to the group 

via a broadcast channel. 
),...,,( 1 nZZU

DGSC: When receiving  , the receiver  gets his signcryption text 
 and performs the following steps. 

iR

),( ii ZU

1. Computes , . )(),(
iRS YfYf ],1[ ni

2. If , computes 0)( SYf ))(),,(()||( 2 iRiRiRiii YfUxYUHZHm   

  else computes . ))(),,(()||( 2 iRiRiRiii YfUxYUHZVm 

3. Computes  11 ),( GUxmHh
iRii 

4. If , checks if ; 0)( SYf ii hH 

if this condition does not hold, rejects the ciphertext; 
else returns ;  im

else checks if ; ),(),( iiS VPehYe 

if this condition does not hold, rejects the ciphertext;  
else returns . im

 
4.3 Security analysis 
 
We have showed Han-Gui’s underlying base GSC scheme is not semantically 
secure in paragraph 3.3, so their multi-receiver GSC scheme is not 
semantically secure either. The essence of their base GSC scheme being 
insecure is as follows. Note that in the pure signcryption mode of their base 
GSC scheme, the V  part is not null, which intuitively makes it achives 
IND-CCA2 secure in the confidentiality game, and in the pure encryption 
mode, the  part is null, so the attacker can modify the challenge ciphertext 
to dechipher oracle to get the plaintext. In the improved base GSC scheme, we 

V

 



use the H  part to replace V  part to concatenate message  in the pure 
encryption mode, which intuitively can make it achives IND-CCA2 secure.  

m

  About the security of the improved multi-receiver GSC scheme, we have 
the following two theorems. In proving the following two theorems, we 
reference the method adopted by [23,29-31]. Their schemes all use the 
randomness reusing technique and they directly demonstrate their 
multi-receiver signcryption schemes rather than rely on a base signcryption 
scheme. This method is different from Han and Gui’s [25].  
Theorem 1. In the random oracle model with secure parameter , if an 
adversary 

k

A  has non-negligible advantage   against the IND-MGSC-CCA2 
security of the improved multi-receiver GSC scheme running in the pure 
encryption mode, hybrid encryption mode, pure signcryption mode or hybrid 
signcryption mode with determined receivers, A  runs in time  and 
performs   queries,   queries and 

t

GSC GSC DGSCq q DGSC
iHq  queries to oracles 

, then there exists an algorithm )2,1( iHi B  that solves the CDH problem in 

 with a probability 1G )
2

( Hq
 2 DGSCq'

k   in a time , where 

 denotes the time required for one pairing computation. 

et)HDGSC qt
2

q2(t '  2

et

Proof: We show how to build an algorithm B  that solves the CDH problem 
by running the adversary A  as a subroutine. On input , , ),( aPP , Pbi ),...,2,1( ni 

B ’s goal is to compute one of the ,Pabi ),...,2( ni ,1 . B  sets Y  as the 

challenge public keys, and gives these public keys to adversary

PbiRi

* 

A . Here some 
of the key pairs can be null, namely,  for some , it means the 

user is vacant. At least one key pair is not null. 

O,0 Y
iR

*bi  i

Phase 1: A  performs a first series of queries of the following kinds that are 
handled by B  as explained below: 
Simulator: ,  1H 2H

B  maintains lists , , which keep track of the answers given to oracle 
queries on , . Upon a query on , 

1L 2L

1H 2H iH B  first scans in the list  to check 
whether  is already defined for that input. If it is, the previously defined 
value is returned. Otherwise, 

iL

iH

B  picks a random element from the output 
range of , returns it to A  and stores the input and output values in .  iLiH

Simulator:  ),,,(
21 nUUS YYxMGSC ,..., UY

A  produces a message vector and  arbitrary public keys 
 and requires the result of the operation 

},...,1,{ nimM i  n

)n,...,1(i Y
iU ),...,,(

1 nUYxMGSC , US Y .  

- If the public key of the sender SY  is not one of the target public keys 
P , ],1[ ni , bi B  just runs GSC  algorithm as nomal because B  knows 

the private key of the sender. 
- If the public key of the sender SY  is one of the target public keys 

P , ],1[ ni , then B  proceeds as follows: bi

 Computes )( S , , nj ,...,1Yf )(
jUY  . f

 Chooses qR Zr , computes rPU  . 

 Queries ), , computes Pbh(1 jUjj rYmPh 
1HO Ph j1xV ijSj 1  for 

nj ,...,1 . 

 

http://www.google.com.hk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=concatenation&source=web&cd=6&ved=0CH8QFjAF&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.merriam-webster.com%2Fmedical%2Fconcatenate&ei=2ejjT9qJEcyIrAebhbj3CA&usg=AFQjCNHy2UvRL_xOy1mk7woT0FxnbvxtHA


 Queries ),, .  (
22 jj UUHj rYYUOh 

 If 0)( SYf , computes ))(()||( 21 jUjjjj YfhPhmZ   for nj ,...,1 . 

Else ))(()||( 2 jUjjjj YfhVmZ   for nj ,...,1 . 

 The ciphertext vector is ),...,,( 1 nZZU , which is returned to A .  
Simulator: ),,( SR YxDGSC

i
  

A  produces a ciphertext , an arbitrary public key  of the 
sender and requires the result of 

),...,,( 1 nZZU

,( xDGSC

SY

), SR Y
i

  for ],1[ ni .  

- If the public key of the receiver 
iRY  is not the target public key 

P , ],1[ ni , bi B  just runs the DGSC  algorithm as nomal because B  
knows the private key of the receiver. 

- If the public key of the receiver 
iRY  is the target public key 

P , ],1[ ni , then bi B  proceeds as follows: 
 Computes )( S , )(

iRYf , ],1[ niYf  . 

 If ,0)  ( SYf B  iterates in 2L  for each item 2h , computes 
))((

iR , then checks if im  is in 1L ; if not, moves 

to the next item of 2L  and begins again, else retrieves Ph i1 , and 
checks if PhH ii 1 ; if not, move to the next item of 2L  and 
begins again, else returns im  and stop. If going through 2L , no 

im  returns, then returns an invalid symbol  . 

)|| ii ZH ( i Ym 2 fh

 If ,1)( SYf  B  iterates in 2L  for each item 2h , computes 
))((

iR , then checks if im  is in 1L ; if not, moves to 

the next item of 2L  and begins again, else retrieves Ph i1 , and 
checks if ),() iVPe

)|| ii ZV 

e

( i Ym

( i PY

2 fh

, 1S h  ; if not, move to the next item of  
and begins again, else returns im  and stop. If going through 2L , 
no im  returns, then returns an invalid symbol 

2L

 .     
Challenge: A  produces two message vectors },...,1,{ 00 nimM

i
 , 

, an arbitrary private key , and requires the  ciphertext 

on one of the two message vectors with the receiver public keys are the 
challenge public keys ,

}n,...,1,{ 11 imM
i

 *
Sx GSC

Pbi ni ,...,1 . B  then sets , chooses 
 and sends the challenge ciphertext  to

aPU *

),...,,( **
1

*
nZZUlz

RnZZZ },...,,{ **
2

*
1 }1,0{ * A . 

Phase 2: A  performs new queries as in phase 1 with the restriction that A  
should not query the . ),,( ***

SR YxDGSC
i



At the end of the game, A  returns a guess. A  cannot realize that  is 
not a valid ciphertext unless 

*
A  asks for one of the hash value  

, , for which . 

),( **
2 iRYUH , *

iRaY

),,(2 PabPbaPH ii ),...,2,1( ni  0ib B  ignores A ’s answer and looks 
into the list  for tuples of the form . For each of them, 2L ,.)Pbi , X,(aP B  
checks whether , if this relation holds, )(aPe , Pbi),( XPe  B  stops and outputs 
X  as the solution of the CDH problem. If no tuple of this kind satisfies the 
above equality, B  stops and outputs invalid. 

Now, we assess the probability that the simulation is not perfect. The only 
case where it can happen is when a valid ciphertext is rejected in a  
query. It is easy to see that for every item in , there is exactly one item in 

 providing a valid ciphertext. The probability to reject a valid ciphertext is 

DGSC

2L

1L

 



thus not greater than k
Hq

2
2 . Since A  makes total  queries during the 

attack, so we have 

DGSCq

)
2k( 2' DGSCH qq

  . Moreover, the bound on B ’s 

computation time derives from the fact that every query requires two 
pairing evaluations while the extraction of the solution from  implies to 
compute at most  pairings. 

DGSC

2L

2
2 Hq

F

Note: In the above challenge stage, the sender  can be vacant. In this case, 
algorithm runs in pure encryption mode or hybrid encryption mode, otherwise 
it runs in pure signcryption mode or hybrid signcryption mode, so these modes 
share the same game except in the hybrid signcryption mode with  vacant 
receivers. Because in the hybrid signcryption mode with vacant receivers, only 
signatures are made, it needs not to consider the IND-MGSC-CCA2 security. 

S

Theorem 2. In the random oracle model with secure parameter , if there 
exists a forger  with non-negligible advantage 

k

  against the 
EUF-MGSC-CMA security of  the improved multi-receiver GSC scheme 
running in the pure signature mode, pure signcryption mode or hybrid 
signcryption mode, F  runs in time t  and performs   queries, 

  queries and queries to oracles , then there exists an 

algorithm 

GSCq GSC

DGSCq DGSC
iHq (Hi i )2,1

B  that solves the CDH  problem in G1 with a probability 

)
2

1
2k ( 2 DGSCH qq'   k  in a time , where  denotes the time 

required for one pairing computation. 

eDGSC t)q2(t ' t  et

Proof: We show how to build an algorithm B  that solves the CDH  problem 
by running the adversary  as a subroutine. On input , F ,(P ,bPaP ) B ’s goal is 
to compute . abP B  sets  as the challenge public key, and gives the 
public key to adversary . The value of  can not be zero, because in the 
pure signature mode, pure signcryption mode or hybrid signcryption mode, the 
sender can not be vancant. 

bPYS
*

F b

Attack:  issues queries to the same oracles as those in the confidentiality 
game and all oracles are the same except oracle . 

F

1H

Simulator:  1H

B  maintains a list , which keeps track of the answers given to oracle 
queries on . Upon a query , 

1L

1H ),(
iei Pm B  first scans in the list  to check 

whether  is already defined for that input. If it is, the previously defined 
value is returned. Otherwise, 

1L

1H

B  picks a random element  and sets 

, and stores  in , output  to adversary .  

*
q

F

1h i Z

aPh i1H i1 )1iH,,, 1iei hP
i

(m 1L i1H

Forgery: F  eventually produces a ciphertext  and  
arbitrary receivers’s key pairs , and the attacked user’s public 

key . 

), **
2

*
1 nZ ,...,Z,( ** U Z n

),...,1,( * nYx
iR )(* i

iR

*
SY B  runs  algorithm using the private keys  and the 

attacked user’s public key  to get the , . If  is valid, we have 
, then the list  must contain an entry 

 with overwhelming probability (otherwise, 
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*
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*
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, *
1iH

L

*
1i B  stops and 

outputs failure). Then V , and that  is the 
solution of the instance . 
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CDH

Now we assess B ’s probability of failure,  outputs a fake  without F *

 



asking the corresponding  query is at most ),,,( *
1

*
1

**
1 iiRi HhUxmH

i k2
1 , The 

probability to reject a valid ciphertext is not greater than k
DGSCH qq

2
2 . Finally, it 

comes that B ’s advantage is  )
2

1
2

( 2' DGSCH qq
  kk  . Moreover, the bound 

on B ’s computation time derives from the fact that every query 
requires two pairing evaluations. 

DGSC

iRNote: In the above forgery stage, part or all of the receivers  can be 
vacant. In that case, algorithm runs in hybrid signcryption mode or pure 
signature mode, otherwise it runs in pure signcryption mode, so these modes 
share the same game. 
 
4.4 Performance analysis 
 
Since computation time and ciphertext size are two important factors affecting 
the efficiency, we present the comparison with respect to them. It is obvious 
that our improved scheme does not add any extra computation costs and the 
ciphertext size is the same as the original one, meaning they have the same 
efficiency, but the original one is not secure while ours is. The authors of the 
original scheme compared their scheme with other multi-receiver signcryption 
schemes including Duan and Cao’s multi-receiver signcryption [23] (denoted 
by DC), Yu et al.’s signcryption [30] (denoted by YYHZ),  Li et al.’s 
identity-based broadcast signcryption [32] (denoted by LXH) and Boyen’s 
multipurpose identity-based signcryption [33] (denoted by Boyen). They 
considered the costly operations including pairing evaluation (Pairing), 
modular exponentiation (Exp), and modular inverse (Inv). Through the 
comparison, they concluded their scheme is the most efficient one. Therefore 
our improved scheme is the most efficient one too. Now, we give the 
comparison in Table 1, which shows that the computation time and ciphertext 
size of our improved scheme are both the shortest like the original scheme’s.  

 

Table 1. Overheads of multi-receiver signcryption schemes 

Computational overheads 

Paring Exp Inv 
 

Schemes 

Communication 

overheads 
SC DSC SC DSC SC DSC 

DC (n+3)|G|+|m|+|ID| 1 4n n+5 n 0 2n 

YYHZ (n+3)|G|+|m|+|ID| 1 3n n+5 n 0 n 

LXH (n+2)|G|+|m|+|ID| 1 3n n+3 2n 0 0 

Boyen 2n|G|+|m|+|ID| n 4n 2n+2 2n 0 n 

Original Scheme (n+1)|G|+|m| 0 2n n+1 n 0 0 

Our Scheme (n+1)|G|+|m| 0 2n n+1 n 0 0 

 
5. Conclusion 
 
Generalized signcryption scheme can adaptively work as an encryption 

 



scheme, a signature scheme or a signcryption scheme with only one algorithm, 
thus it is more widely applicable than signcryption scheme. By using the 
randomness reusing technology, Han-Gui proposed a multi-receiver GSC 
scheme, and used it for secure multicast in wireless network. Its main merits 
are to reduce overheads efficiently and avoid rekeying when membership 
changes. In this paper, we show that Han-Gui’s multi-receiver GSC scheme is 
not IND-CCA2 secure in the pure encryption mode and the hybrid encryption 
mode, and an adversary can modify the challenge ciphertext and then can get 
the plaintext. To remedy this security flaw, we give an improvement of the 
scheme. Interestingly, the improved scheme is more secure than the original 
one while still maintaining its efficiency. Due to the computation of the 
pairing still being time-consuming, it is expected pairing-free multi-receiver 
GSC schemes are to be proposed in the future. 
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